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Figure 1: A user and an engineer are collaborating within a CVE through 3D annotations of the CVE. On the left is the engineer’s
view of the user showing what are his maximum reachable limits. On the right is the user’s view of the the engineer placing
some bounds in the CVE to show where the user cannot place a workstation element.
A BSTRACT

design seems natural since assessing ergonomics from the digital
mock-up (DMU) is more cost-effective and convenient than doing
it on a physical mock-up [6, 1]. However, many issues remain unsolved in order to generalize the use of 3DCVE as support tools
for ergonomics and design of workstations. First, the reliability
of the ergonomic assessment remains contrasted, as differences exist in terms of motor control and sensory feedback between a real
work situation and its emulation in VE [16, 14]. Then, 3DCVE will
be efficient for workstation design and ergonomics only if the different actors involved in the design process, i.e. design engineers,
ergonomists and final users (industrial workers) have the opportunity to interact with each other and with the 3DCVE in a convenient
way. It seems mandatory to allow these three actors to interact with
each other. Indeed, the design engineer warrants the process constraints to be fulfilled while the ergonomist warrants the respect
of the ergonomic constraints. At last the final user warrants that
the workstation is adapted to his morphological and physical features according to the task to complete. In a previous paper, we
explored ways to share and bridge properly information between
the ergonomist and the final user in a collaborative ergonomics design session [15]. In the current contribution, our aim is to properly
define the role, duties and metaphors that are mandatory to involve
design engineers in such sessions. For example, these sessions can
be used to adapt the manual task an operator must achieve in the
context of an industrial assembly line.
In a first section, we present the current research work related
to the use of virtual reality (VR) and collaborative virtual environments for design and ergonomics, focusing on collaborative virtual
sessions particularly. Then, the role of the design engineer in a collaborative design session is defined. As a consequence of this role
definition, needs in terms of interaction metaphors are formulated
and a sample use case is proposed to illustrate the way such interaction metaphors can be realized.
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The aim of this paper is to define the role and duties of a design
engineer involved in a collaborative ergonomic design session supported by a 3D collaborative virtual environment. For example,
such a session can be used to adapt the manual task an operator
must achieve in the context of an industrial assembly line. We first
present the interest of such collaborative sessions. Then we present
a related work explaining the need of proper 3DCVE and metaphors
to obtain efficient collaborative ergonomic design sessions. Then,
after a short definition of the role of the engineer in such sessions,
we propose a use case highlighting the type of metaphor such engineers need to have to be efficient in such a framework. Discussion
and future works ends the paper.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g., HCI)]: User Interfaces—User-centered design; H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: Group and
Organization Interfaces—Computer-supported cooperative work;
I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—
Ergonomics, Interaction techniques; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]:
Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality
1

I NTRODUCTION

3D Collaborative Virtual Environments (3DCVE) have a great potential of application in the field of computer-aided design and
computer-aided ergonomics [14]. Indeed, the use of virtual environments as a tool to support ergonomic assessments of workstations is an old and compelling idea [22]. Wilson stated in his paper
that such applications were still limited as technologies were limited. Now, with regard to the rise of new technologies and mature
3DCVE, the use of such features in the early stage of workstations
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VR- AIDED

DESIGN AND

VR- AIDED

ERGONOMICS

VR-tools have been successfully used in several early-stage ergonomic studies. For example, VR has already been used to
assess different ergonomics features of manual handling operations [22, 6, 20] or boxes lifting operations [21]. In such VR-based
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applications, the user mimics real work tasks in interaction with a
virtual environment representing the workstation. Mostly, motion
tracking systems and haptic interfaces are used to define the interaction metaphors. In most cases, the ergonomist bases his analysis on
kinematical data [8, 12], since postural metrics such as the RULA
score [9] are easy to derivate from motion data and are widely used
in ergonomic studies. Nevertheless, all of these studies are limited because of the lack of possibility given to the ergonomist to
actively and remotely indicate in the virtual world which motion
is problematic and how to improve the user comfort. Indeed, the
analysis of the tasks is done offline or directly in the same room as
the main user, and the ergonomist provide his advices directly by
speaking with the user. This is very constraining because it implies
that both actors of the design are at the same place at the same time.
This is not efficient because the ergonomist explains indirectly his
thoughts about the work tasks to the user. Moreover, the ergonomic
study is not correlated with the process specifications, whereas it
seems mandatory to find a compromise between process efficiency
and worker integrity during the design stage.
Several VR-aided design tools have also been developed and
used successfully in the industry. For example, Boeing [17], General Motors [7], Volkswagen [3] or Caterpillar [10] have been using
simulations implemented on digital mock-ups in a virtual environment to reduce the number of physical prototypes they ordinary use
to develop a new product or a new fabrication process.
Since the assembly process represents a significant part of the
cost of a product [2], assembly tasks have been massively studied with VR-aided tools. Commercial CAD softwares are typically
used to simulate the assembly process by manually selecting the
mating surfaces, axes and/or edges to assemble the parts. Nevertheless these softwares do not reflect human interaction with complex
parts, especially the human factors of manipulation and control involved in such tasks. Moreover, CAD software based systems are
unable to evaluate the ergonomics of the task, e.g. to detect awkward postures or peaks of muscular activity reached during assembly operations. To circumvent this crucial issue, haptics saw an
outstanding development in the past few years. by using haptics
technology, engineers can interact with complex CAD parts and
adopt a realistic behavior and a natural motion when performing
virtualized assembly tasks [19]. From an assessment point of view,
a quantitative analysis concerning the significance of haptic interactions in performing simulations of manual assemblies was performed in [18].
To our knowledge, few collaborative ergonomics design sessions
combining ergonomic evaluations and interventions, realistic virtual environments with natural interactions, and process and design
specifications have been completely designed and implemented.
The french research centre CLARTE1 developed several tools to
address ergonomic and design collaborative issues. For example,
IMPROOV2 is a complete solution of immersive and collaborative
virtual environment for ergonomics as well as process optimisation.
It includes features such as the evaluation of postures (RULA score)
and a collaborative environment via a web navigator that enables an
intervention of external actors in the design process. This platform
still presents some limitations: the interaction modes between the
actors are limited and the intervention of the ergonomist is mainly
done via the auditory channel. Nevertheless, this platform has been
used widely and industrially with promising results.
To our knowledge, no existing tool enables ergonomists and design engineers to propose gesture improvements or DMU modifications directly via the VE. This is the purpose of the 3DCVE we are
currently developing, and the current paper aims at defining proper
methods and metaphors of collaboration between the final user and
the design engineer.

Figure 2: A proposition of interaction definitions between the different actors involved in a collaborative ergonomic design session
supported by a 3DCVE with a ”direct design” operating mode. The
role of the design engineer is highlighted in green. The figure is
directly adapted from [15].
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As shown in figure 2, a collaborative ergonomics design session
consists in using a 3DCVE to simulate and evaluate the work task
emulated from the digital mock-up of the workstation. The final
user is asked to perform his work as he would do in real conditions.
Measurements of biomechanical indicators (posture, muscle activity) as well as performance indicators are used by both ergonomist
and design engineers to enhance the ergonomics of the workstation
and maintain its specifications with regard to the industrial process.
The design engineer can have different roles, depending on the
operating mode currently being used during the session. According to the figure 2, the design engineer has to be able to take
into account recommendations coming from both final user and ergonomist, and to act on the DMU to indicate and to proceed to modifications in accordance with the process specifications. In this operating mode, the design engineer has an active role as he is the only
one allowed to modify the DMU. We can call this operating mode
”direct design” mode. In this operating mode, both ergonomist and
final user need informative metaphors such as visual signals (arrows, spots, ...) and auditory signals (voice, bips,...) to highlight
problematic parts of the workstation. Moreover, both final user and
ergonomist need tools to show reachable positions and volumes to
the design engineer. Then the design engineer has to be able to
modify or move parts of the workstation with convenient manipulation techniques.
A second operating mode can be much more effective: in this
case, according to figure 3, the design engineer is not acting directly
on the DMU, but supervises, frames and validates with regard to
its process expertise the changes made by the other actors. Here,
changes are directly realized with regard to usability and ergonomic
considerations, coming respectively from the final user’s experience
and from the ergonomist’s analysis, and process specifications are
guaranteed by the design engineer. In this operating mode, that
we can call ”supervised design”, the design engineer needs tools,
such as process information metaphors, to frame and indicate to the
others actors if the modifications they plan to do are compatible
with the process specifications. Such information metaphors will

1 www.clarte.asso.fr
2 http://www.clarte.asso.fr/realite-virtuelle.php/improov/
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Figure 4: The chosen use case aims at finding a position for an
element of the workstation (in purple) satisfying both constraints:
be reachable in a comfortable posture by the final user (be in volume
U) and satisfying the process specifications (be in volume V ).

Figure 3: A proposition of interaction definitions between the different actors involved in a collaborative ergonomic design session
supported by a 3DCVE with a ”supervised design” operating mode.
The role of the design engineer is highlighted in green.

Figure 5: On the left: the DMU as defined in the CAD software.
On the right: the definition of volume V specified by the design
engineer after analysis of the DMU.
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mostly consist in plans and volumes materializations.
The next section deals with two use cases illustrating respectively both ”direct design” and ”supervised design” operating
modes. In the first example, the ergonomist or the final user aims
at moving a specific element of the workstation and the design engineer indicates spatial limitations of displacement with regard to
the process specifications. In the second case, the final user asks
for modification of the position of an element and indicates to the
design engineer a reachable volume where he can manipulate easily
this element.
4

A

USE CASE : MOVING AN ELEMENT OF THE WORKSTA TION WITHIN INTERACTIVE SPATIAL LIMITATIONS

The chosen use case is a very common ergonomic intervention: an
element of the workstation is not optimally placed and the final user
needs to adopt uncomfortable postures to reach the element. Both
ergonomist and final user request for a modification of the position
of this element to the design engineer. Then all of the actors try
to find a compromise between the user’s comfort and the process
specifications, which consists in finding an intersection U ∩ V between the reachable volume U defined by the final user (and maybe
pondered by the ergonomist) and the volume defined by the design
engineer with regard to the process specifications V . Figure 4 illustrates this use case. The use case has been implemented in the
collaborative platform Collaviz3 , using its distribution features [5]
and its abilities for modelling the physical spaces of the users of
CVE [4].
The engineer has access to the process specifications thanks to
the CAD software initially used to design the DMU. The DMU
has been especially prepared to be used in a virtual environment,
following the guidelines developed in [13]. In our example, the
engineers knows that the left of the workbench where the element
needs to be placed is already used for another process with regard
to the specifications. This specification is shown in figure 5. Then
the engineer is able to visualize and define a volume V compatible
with the process specifications where the element can be placed.
The final user does not have access to this information, to avoid
confusion with the scene features he has to use when simulating the
work tasks.
3 Collaviz

is publicly available at www.collaviz.org

4.1 Direct design mode
In this case, when he wants to place the element of the workstation,
the engineer has to follow the recommendations from the user or
from the ergonomist. For example, the user or the ergonomist can
express these recommendations through 3D annotations such as describing the volume that can be easily reached by the user, which
volume can be reached with more efforts, and what are the ultimate
reachable limits. We have implemented a first tool enabling a user
to express these three different kinds of bounds, as illustrated in figure 6. The metaphor consists in a 3D pencil allowing the main user
or the ergonomist to draw limits of a reachable volume. Extruded
3D objects are materializing these limits. The 3D objects can be
drawn in 3 different colors, manually chosen by the main user to
indicate the kind of bound he is drawing - green = easy, yellow =
difficult, red = ultimate.
4.2 Supervised design mode
In this case the engineer has to propose limits to the positions proposed by the user or by the ergonomist.
For example, the user or the ergonomist can propose a new position for the the element of the workstation, while the engineer can
express recommendations through other kinds of 3D annotations,
expressing if the modification has a low, medium or high impact on
the global design of the workstation.
Here again, we have implemented some tools enabling an engineer to express these three different level impacts. A first metaphor
is illustrated in figure 7: it consists in the manipulation and the fixing of translucent planes manually colored with a green-to-red color
scale indicating the impact of the use of these bounds on the whole
process. After having deposed such planes, the engineer can chose
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Figure 6: Engineer’s points of view in direct design mode while the user is indicating the whole area that he can reach easily (image on the
left), with little difficulty (image at the center) and with efforts (image on the right)

Figure 7: User’s point of view in supervised design mode: the engineer has indicated in green some safe limits to the main user (image on
the left), then he has added some further limits in yellow that he would not like to be trespassed (image at the center), and last he has added
in red the ultimate limits (image on the right).

manually a color -green, yellow and red- to indicate if the volume
he draws is respectively easily reachable, moderately reachable or
hardly reachable. We can think that in a near future, reachable volumes can be colored automatically on the basis of postural scores as
they are calculated in [15] with a green-to-red color scale, indicating automatically which part of the reachable volume is the most
comfortable for the final user. The ergonomist can then use this
information with regard to all the available specifications on the
process and the workstation, in order to help the engineer to make
a decision about the final position of the workstation’s element. For
example he could use arrows or light metaphors [11] to highlight
the most appropriate zones.
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to change their position or orientation, he can also remove them.
This first metaphor is mainly dedicated to show dynamically these
bounds to the user and to the ergonomist.
A second metaphor is illustrated in figure 8: this time it consists
in the creation of translucent volumes with the same color-scale
convention indicating the impact of the use of these bounds on the
whole process. The engineer can use this second metaphor dynamically during the user’s interaction, and he can also create these
bounds prior to the interaction of the user and the ergonomist in
order to prepare the virtual environment.
The Engineer can control two different tools with his two hands:
they can be of the same kind (two volume delimiters based either
both on portion of planes or based both on bounding boxes) or of
different kinds (each hand controlling a different metaphor). This
choice is up to the engineer because he can switch from one tool to
another one whenever he wants.
5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper aimed at introducing two operating modes and their corresponding interaction metaphors to allow a design engineer to intervene in a collaborative ergonomics design session supported by
a 3DCVE. We presented two operating modes respectively called
”direct design” and ”supervised design mode”.
In ”direct design” mode, the design engineer needs a good interpretation of the 3D scene to fully understand the volumes the
final user is drawing. Currently, our solution consists in a drawing of consecutive extruded volumes. It makes a good delimitation
of the volume possible, but a great improvement of this metaphor
consists in filling with transparency the volume to help the other
users to better apprehend the final user’s reachable zone. Moreover,
the way the final user is drawing the volumes can be improved by
standardizing the drawing procedure. For example, the front reachable zone (a quarter sphere) can be easily drawn in four steps as
shown in figure 9. At last, this mode could be enhanced by the
intervention of the ergonomist. Currently, the final user chooses

Figure 9: Drawing procedure for the front reachable volume. The
subject begins with a T-pose and follows the four steps described in
the figure to draw a quarter sphere.
In ”supervised design” mode, the design engineer needs an accurate manipulation of the plans and volumes to properly put them
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Figure 8: Engineer’s point of view in supervised design mode: the engineer has indicated in green some safe bounds to the main user (image
on the left), then he has added some further bounds in yellow that he would not like to be trespassed (image at the center), and last he has
added in red the bounds that must absolutely not be reached (image on the right).
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down in the 3D scene. Currently, no additional feature helps the
engineer to do so. We are trying to solve this issue and a solution
could be to associate visual guides with the plans and volumes in
order to align them with the geometrical shapes of the workstation
(e.g. a table edge, a work plan surface, a wall). In other words,
when the plan or the volume is close enough to a recognized shape,
it can be put down in alignment with this shape automatically. In a
similar way to the automatic coloration of the reachable volumes,
we also think about choosing automatically the color of the plans
and volumes on the basis of their distance with the process bounds.
The current paper is a work in progress, and additional work
is needed to fully develop and validate these operating modes and
metaphors. We plan to validate and compare the operating modes
and metaphors with a simple experimental protocol, asking two
subjects to solve the use case with all the possible combinations.
With a sufficient pool of subject and a sufficient amount of trials,
we should be able to determine which operating mode is the most
efficient one.
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